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Diesel Duck® cleans up Red Roo’s 1 ½ year old stored diesel
The Problem
Peter Simkins is, in his own words “paranoid about good fuel” so with his
vessel Red Roo being laid up for nearly 1.5 years, he knew the diesel wouldn’t
be in the best of shape and didn’t want to run the risk of engine failure due
to poor fuel.
Peter visited our offices to talk through the best solution for him.
With 3 tanks on-board, he opted for the flexibility of the Diesel Duck® as it is
a fully portable dewatering and fuel cleaning system all contained in a Peli
Case.

Testimonial
It was great to sit down with MarShip’s Director, Peter Weide to discuss the
best options for my fuel management and I was able to take the Diesel Duck
with me after my meeting which was particularly convenient.
The Peli Case is perfect for travelling and stowage.
The kit itself is very easy to use and did a great job. I’ve shown a number of
fellow boat owners and they were very impressed.

Diesel Duck®

Even the Yard Manager thought the engine would fail quickly after start up,
he was mighty surprised when it turned over and ran sweetly.

Fully portable
fuel managment
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* Portable, lightweight carry-on case * Self-contained, will dewater/clean over 750 litres on its own power *Up
to 1 hour continuous battery operation * Removes water * Removes contaminants through washable stainless
steel suction filter * 12 volt * Around 15 litres per minute pump * Simple to use with quick release couplings *
Can be used on-board without an external power supply
* Manufactured in the UK * 12 months guarantee
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